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a b s t r a c t

Anode-supported solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) with a trilayered yttria-doped bismuth oxide (YDB),
strontium- and magnesium-doped lanthanum gallate (LSGM) and lanthanum-doped ceria (LDC) com-
posite electrolyte film are developed. The cell with a YDB (18 �m)/LSGM (19 �m)/LDC (13 �m) composite
electrolyte film (designated as cell-A) shows the open-circuit voltages (OCVs) slightly higher than that of
a cell with an LSGM (31 �m)/LDC (17 �m) electrolyte film (designated as cell-B) in the operating temper-
ature range of 500–700 ◦C. The cell-A using Ag-YDB composition as cathode exhibits lower polarization
eywords:
olid oxide fuel cells
ttria-doped bismuth oxide
trontium- and magnesium-doped
anthanum gallate
rilayered composite electrolyte film

resistance and ohmic resistance than those of a cell-B at 700 ◦C. The results show that the introduction
of YDB to an anode-supported SOFC with a LSGM/LDC composite electrolyte film can effectively block
electronic transport through the cell and thus increased the OCVs, and can help the cell to achieve higher
power output.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

omparison

mprovement

. Introduction

Strontium- and magnesium-doped lanthanum gallate (LSGM)
erovskite-type compounds are considered as promising solid
lectrolytes for intermediate-temperature solid oxide fuel cell (IT-
OFC) applications. Both the high conductivity of LSGM materials
nd the expected high performance continue to stimulate research
n LSGM thin-film cells [1,2]. Recently, many efforts have been
ade to fabricate SOFC single cells with LSGM thin electrolyte

lms [3,4]. However, the preparation of anode-supported LSGM
hin films by the co-firing technique appears to be difficult due
o the serious reactions between LSGM and the traditionally used
node catalyst Ni at high temperatures. The chemical reactions at
igh temperatures between the LSGM and NiO can be avoided in an

so-La chemical activity cell [5,6]. A better choice for these IT-SOFCs
s to use lanthanum-doped ceria (LDC) as an interlayer between the
SGM electrolyte and Ni-containing anode, which can effectively

estrain the reaction of LSGM and NiO. There are some previous
orks [5,7,8] considering LDC/LSGM/LDC trilayer electrolytes using

lso a LDC buffer layer to avoid reactivity between cathode and
SGM electrolyte. In these works, the LDC layers were effective in

∗ Corresponding author .Tel.: +86 20 2223 6168; fax: +86 20 2223 6168.
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378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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minimizing interdiffusion and reaction [7,8]. On the other hand, the
open-circuit voltages (OCVs) of the cells based on LDC/LSGM/LDC
trilayer as reported in their previous work were lower than the
theoretical electromotive force, which could be due to electronic
conductivity in the LSGM layer. Moreover, by increasing the ionic
conductivity of the materials used as an interlayer in the composite
electrolyte, it is possible to lower the total electrolyte resistance.

Doped bismuth oxides have an ionic conductivity one order
of magnitude higher than that of LDC at comparable tempera-
tures. They are pure oxide conductors and are kinetically stable
under oxygen partial pressures above 10−13 atm at about 600 ◦C
[9–12]. In the absence of contact with an active reducing agent
(such as H2), doped bismuth oxide, such as erbia-stabilized bis-
muth oxide (ESB), has been used to block the electron penetration
of doped ceria [12,13]. Moreover, due to the higher ionic conduc-
tivity of doped bismuth oxide compared to that of doped ceria,
higher electrical conductivity of a bilayered doped bismuth oxide
and doped ceria composite electrolyte can be expected compared to
that of a singly doped ceria electrolyte [13–15]. For example, Leng
et al. adopted a cost-effective wet ceramic process/painting/screen-
printing method to successfully fabricate a YDB film (of thickness

∼16 �m) on gadolinia-doped ceria (GDC) substrates and found that
such a YDB film was effective in blocking electronic penetration
through the GDC electrolyte [15]. Therefore the investigation of a
new YDB/LSGM/LDC trilayer is very interesting, because YDB layer
can block the electron penetration of LSGM induced by diffusion

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.07.039
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
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ig. 1. SEM images of cross-sectional views of (a) cell-A with a YBD/LSGM/LDC
omposite electrolyte and (b) cell-B with a LSGM/LDC composite electrolyte.

f Ni during high temperature co-firing process and it has been
eported an increase of the OCVs using doped bismuth/doped ceria
ilayers such as ESB/GDC, YDB/YSZ and YDB/GDC.

As mentioned above, bilayer electrolytes have been commonly
ntroduced to prevent the decomposition of doped bismuth oxide
n low partial pressures of oxygen. In order to apply YDB elec-
rolyte to a LSGM electrolyte layer as an interlayer for IT-SOFCs,
e have designed trilayer electrolyte composed of a YDB layer on

he oxidizing side and a LSGM/LDC composite layer on the reduc-
ng side. The advantage of this design is that LSGM, LDC, and YDB
re all sufficiently conductive to serve as IT-SOFC electrolytes. In
ddition, compared with our previous work, YDB applied onto
he LSGM electrolyte is fabricated by centrifugal casting technique
s an interlayer, which may also effectively improve the electro-
hemical performance of the resulting trilayer electrolyte SOFCs
7,8,16,17].

In the present work, a YDB interlayer has been employed in
he fabrication of anode-supported SOFCs with a LSGM electrolyte
ayer. To the best of our knowledge, there has not hitherto been any
eport on the application of a YDB/LSGM/LDC composite electrolyte
n an anode-supported SOFC in the literature.

. Experimental
La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.8Mg0.2O3−ı (LSGM) and La0.4Ce0.6O1.8 (LDC) pow-
ers were synthesized by conventional solid-state reactions
rocess [7]. Y0.25Bi0.75O1.5 (YDB) was prepared by reverse-titration
hemical co-precipitation method [18]. The precipitate was oven-
ried at 80 ◦C and calcined at 750 ◦C for 2 h to form YDB powder.
urces 195 (2010) 8185–8188

Sm0.2Ce0.8O1.9 (SDC) powder was prepared using a citric-nitrate
process [19], and nickel oxide (NiO) powder was obtained by
the precipitation method [7]. The NiO-SDC anode substrates were
prepared by a conventional ceramic process as described in our
previous work [7]. LSGM/LDC bilayer electrolytes were fabricated
by a centrifugal casting technique. In this way, layers of first LDC
and then LSGM were sequentially deposited on the NiO-SDC anode
substrates [7,20]. The thicknesses of the LSGM and LDC layers were
controlled by the amount of slurry. The deposited pellets were co-
fired at 1400 ◦C for 4 h. A YDB layer was also fabricated on the
LSGM/LDC by a centrifugal casting technique. The anode substrates
with the YDB/LSGM/LDC trilayer were then sintered at 900 ◦C for
2 h. Before application of the cathodes, the gas tightness of as-fired
samples was characterized with a vacuum measurement apparatus
as described by previously Barnett el at. [21]. The porous cathode
was prepared using a mixture of Ag and YDB in a weight ratio of
6:4 with an ethylcellulose–terpineol vehicle [22]. The mixture was
applied to the electrolyte and then fired at 750 ◦C for 1 h in air. The
as-fabricated SOFCs with the YDB/LSGM/LDC and LSGM/LDC com-
posite electrolytes are designated as cell-A and cell-B, respectively.

A single cell was assembled by attaching a cell pellet to one end
of an alumina tube using silver paste as a sealant and joint material.
The cells were tested with an electrochemical instrument (Autolab
PGSTAT30, Holland). Hydrogen was passed over the anode at a flow
rate of 75 mL min−1, while the cathode was exposed to ambient air.
After reducing the NiO-containing anode at 500 ◦C in H2 for several
hours, the performance of the cell was tested from 500 to 700 ◦C.
The morphology and microstructure of the single cells were char-
acterized with a Philips XL-30FEG scanning electron microscope
(SEM). AC impedance spectroscopy was typically carried out in the
frequency range from 0.01 Hz to 100 kHz with a signal amplitude
of 20 mV under open-circuit conditions at temperatures between
500 and 700 ◦C.

3. Results and discussion

XRD analysis showed the as-prepared LSGM powder and YDB
powder to be in good agreement with the diffraction data for a
perovskite phase and expected peaks for a �-Bi2O3 phase with no
indication of any second phase, respectively.

Fig. 1 shows SEM images of cross-sectional views of cell-
A (Fig. 1a) and cell-B (Fig. 2b). The total thickness of the
YDB/LSGM/LDC composite electrolyte film was 50 �m (18 �m
YDB + 19 �m LSGM + 13 �m LDC). The thickness of the LSGM/LDC
film was controlled to be almost the same at 48 �m (31 �m
LSGM + 17 �m LDC). As can be seen from the SEM images, the YDB,
LSGM and LDC trilayers were sintered well together with good inti-
mate contact and surrounding electrodes. The LSGM and LDC layers
were relatively dense, and the location of YDB layer closed to LSGM
layer was tight while the location away from LSGM layer was actu-
ally porous. A further increase in the sintering temperature of the
YDB layer would have led to a change in its composition due to
the evaporation of bismuth [15]. The obtained YDB layer with a
porous microstructure still exhibited a better electrochemical per-
formance of the cells as discussed later, although a dense YDB layer
might have been better.

Fig. 2 shows open-circuit voltage (OCV) and maximum power
density as a function of operating temperature for cell-A and cell-
B from 500 to 700 ◦C (Fig. 2a) and cell voltage and power density
measured at 700 ◦C as a function of current density for cell-A and

cell-B (Fig. 2b), each with an Ag-YDB cathode. The OCV of cell-A
at 700 ◦C was 1.006 V slightly higher than cell-B of 0.912 V, indi-
cated that the electron penetration of LSGM induced by diffusion
of Ni during high temperature co-firing process was effectively
blocked by YDB/LSGM/LDC trilayers. In comparison with our pre-
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ig. 2. (a) OCV and maximum power density as a function of operating temperature
nd (b) cell voltage and power density measured at 700 ◦C as a function of current
ensity for cell-A and cell-B.

ious work [7,23], the slight increase of the OCV value may be due
o the use of a YDB layer. Correspondingly, the maximum power
ensity was 701 mW cm−2, which is 44% higher than that of cell-B
i.e., 487 mW cm−2). The improvement in cell performance of cell-A
s believed to be due to the combined effect of its lower polariza-
ion resistance of oxygen reduction at the Ag-YDB/YDB interface
nd lower ohmic resistance. Cell-A showed the OCVs of 1.075–1.0 V
n the operating temperature range of 500–700 ◦C. The maximum
ower densities of cell-A were 701, 210, and 29 mW cm−2 at 700,
00, and 500 ◦C, respectively, these values being higher than those
or cell-B at the same operating temperatures (i.e., 487, 80, and
mW cm−2, respectively).

Fig. 3 shows impedance spectra and cell voltage (Fig. 3a) and
lectrode polarization loss as a function of current density (Fig. 3b)
or cell-A and cell-B at 700 ◦C, each with an Ag-YDB cathode. The
ells were measured at 700 ◦C. The respective ohmic resistances
nd electrode polarization resistances were evaluated from the
mpedance spectra. The measured specific ohmic resistance of cell-

evaluated from the impedance spectrum was 0.174 � cm2 at
00 ◦C, which was observably higher than the calculated value
.0663 � cm2 based on prior reported bulk electrolytes conductiv-

ty in literatures [24–26]. The measured specific ohmic resistance
cross the LSGM/LDC two-layer electrolyte film was 0.207 � cm2

igher than that of cell-B of 0.0824 � cm2 at 700 ◦C. This is likely

ecause the bulk conductivity of LDC in a single cell under operating
ondition is higher than that measured directly on the electrolyte
nder air atmosphere [27], and the contribution to the ohmic resis-
ance of the electrodes or possible interfacial reactions between
he cell components will be convinced in the next study. The result
Fig. 3. (a) Impedance spectra measured under open-circuit conditions and cell volt-
age and (b) electrode polarization loss as a function of current density for cell-A and
cell-B at 700 ◦C.

suggested that under fuel cell operating conditions, the total con-
ductivity of the YDB/LSGM/LDC composite electrolyte was higher
than that of the LSGM/LDC composite electrolyte. The polariza-
tion resistance of cell-A was 0.166 � cm2, which was about 50%
of the total resistance and was 14% lower than that of cell-B of
0.193 � cm2. Because the anodes of the two cells were the same,
it was believed that the interfacial resistance of oxygen reduction
at the Ag-YDB/YDB interface was slightly lower than that at the
Ag-YDB/LSGM interface. The electrode polarization is calculated by
means of the following equation:

�a + �c = OCV − iRohm − E

where �a is the anode polarization loss, �c is the cathode polar-
ization loss, OCV is the open-circuit voltage, Rohm is the ohmic
resistance obtained from the impedance plot in Fig. 3a, and E is
the cell voltage at current density i. The polarization loss for cell-A
was found to be much lower than that of cell-B at higher cur-
rent density of 1.19 A cm−2. Because Ni-SDC anode polarization
resistance/loss is normally much smaller than Ag-YDB cathode
polarization resistance/loss, the cathode polarization loss at the
Ag-YDB/YDB interface was lower than that at the Ag-YDB/LSGM
interface. Another conclusion from Fig. 2 is that the good per-
formance of cell-A, compared to thin-YSZ electrolyte cells, was
attributed primarily to the reduced ohmic resistance of the trilayer

electrolyte.

In this study, the total thickness of the YDB/LSGM/LDC compos-
ite electrolyte was 50 �m, the cathode was Ag-YDB, and the YDB
layer was not fully dense (Fig. 1a). Leng et al. [15] have reported
that the power density may have been significantly improved
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sing a thinner composite electrolyte with a denser YDB layer
nd adopting a more active material as the cathode. Furthermore,
g-containing cathodes such as Ag-(BaO)0.11(Bi2O3)0.89 [28] or Ag-
ismuth oxide [29,30] and Ag-BICUVOX.10 [31] cathodes based
n perovskite-based materials such as La0.7Sr0.3CoO3-� cathode
32], and bismuth-ruthenate-based cathodes such as Bi2Ru2O7 [33]

ay be used in SOFCs with the YDB/LSGM/LDC composite elec-
rolyte.

. Conclusions

A YDB interlayer has been deposited on a LSGM/LDC com-
osite electrolyte using a centrifugal casting technique. In this
ay, anode-supported SOFCs with a trilayered YDB/LSGM/LDC

omposite electrolyte film have been developed. A cell consist-
ng of a YDB/LSGM/LDC composite electrolyte film showed a
light improvement in maximum power density compared with
he corresponding values and a slight reduction in polarization
oss at the electrolyte/cathode interface for a cell consisting of a
SGM/LDC composite electrolyte film. The YDB layer has effec-
ively blocked electronic transport through the cell and thus
ncreased the OCVs. As a result, the introduction of YDB to
n anode-supported SOFC with a LSGM/LDC composite elec-
rolyte film will help the cell to achieve higher power output.
herefore, the results suggest the potential application of the
DB/LSGM/LDC composite as a promising electrolyte for IT-
OFCs.
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